HEARING HEALTHCARE
AND HEARING CONSERVATION
SERVICES DELIVERED

FOR YOU AND YOUR WORKFORCE
HEAR Wisconsin provides our local communities with comprehensive
hearing healthcare and wellness services. We’ve seen first-hand how our
programs and personalized care help the people we serve live happier, healthier,
more productive lives. Now, we’ve hit the road — bringing our services directly to
you and your workforce with Wisconsin’s first-ever nonprofit Mobile Audiology Clinic.
Our Mobile Audiology Clinic extends the accessibility of our expertise to more
people throughout our Wisconsin communities and addresses a critical need for
convenient, affordable and quality hearing healthcare and hearing conservation
services in your workplaces. By filling this gap, we can put everything we earn
back into your community and help you deliver a more effective safety and health
management program.

FUELED BY EXPERTISE
We are the audiology and hearing
conservation experts. Our state-ofthe-art mobile clinic is supervised by
a team of audiologists with doctorate
degrees, OSHA training, CAOHC
certification, and extensive hands-on
experience. Pair this with our entire
in-house team of communication and
technology professionals — and you
and your employees get a level of
expertise that’s second to none.

%
46

Percent of manufacturing workers
are exposed to hazardous noise
levels while on the job1

TOP 3

Hearing loss is among the top
recorded occupational illnesses
in Wisconsin2

1in5

Number of noise-exposed
manufacturing workers with hearing
loss that impacts day-to-day activities3

2.5

Healthy years of life lost per year
for every 1,000 noise-exposed
U.S. workers4

BENEFITS DELIVERED

COMPLIANCE
• Fulfills OSHA hearing
conservation
requirement through
employee testing,
education, and training
• Protects against
workers’ compensation
claims

COST

CONVENIENCE

CARE

• Priced to compete
with for-profit service
providers

• Brings our mobile clinic
and services right to
your location

• Saves on employee
downtime and minimizes
loss of productivity

• Tests up to 18 people
per hour on average

• Provides employees
with end-to-end
hearing healthcare and
strengthens employer
wellness initiatives

• Reduces long-term
employee healthcare
costs with early detection

• Wheelchair accessible

COMMUNITY

• Elevates care with
additional service
options at our local
clinic

• Supports a nonprofit
that serves your local
communities
• Strengthens your
corporate social
responsibility initiatives
• Ensures nobody, no
matter their resources,
is left behind

OUR HEARING CONSERVATION PROGRAM
Get cost-friendly, comprehensive testing that goes the extra mile to connect the dots between detection, prevention and treatment.
• Timely evaluation of audiograms puts employees at ease and gets
you the information you need faster

• Easy-to-read test results streamline recordkeeping and eliminate
confusion and unknowns for you and your employees

• All tests (regardless of results) are reviewed by doctors of audiology,
never generalists or technicians like many testing providers

• Access to educational materials and additional specialized
services supports hearing conservation efforts and promotes
safety culture
• Clinical audiometers and other equipment are on board to
facilitate additional services, such as full hearing tests or ear
impressions for custom hearing protection
• Referrals for additional testing and services are made
when necessary to ensure employees receive affordable,
comprehensive care

ABOUT HEAR WISCONSIN
HEAR Wisconsin is a nonprofit organization that helps infants, children and adults with
hearing loss by eliminating communication and language barriers through personalized
services, technology and education. At HEAR Wisconsin, we offer a wide range of services
for people of all ages with all degrees of hearing loss.

10243 W. National Ave.
West Allis, WI 53227

• Audiology Clinic
• Assistive Technology Center

414-604-2200

• American Sign Language and Spanish Interpreting
• Child and Family Services

mac@hearwi.org
hearwi.org/mac

• Adult Day Services
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